
 



Year of foundation                         1965  

Number of employees                        1500 

Turnover  2012                              57.300.000 Euro 

Capacity  main products         35.000 tonns iron casting 

Location          350 km south west from Moscow 



Equipment: 

 Melting capacity consists of two complex - five furnaces of the 

company “Inductotherm” (10 tons, England 2013). 

 Automatic moulding lines of the company “DISA – 2013”, “DISA – 

230” (Denmark, 2007). 

 Automatic moulding mashine with the horizontal parting line of the 

company «Belloi & Romagnoli" (Italy, 2013). 

 Core-making machines of the company “NANIVA” (Japan), 

“PRIMOFOND” (Italy, 2013), the mode production: cold-box process. 

 Shotblast cleaning units of the company “STEM” (Slovenia, 2013) 

       The new moulding line of the company “DISA 131-A” will be 

commissioned in Q4 2014.  



Equipment: 

 electro-discharge coordinate drilling machines SODIK AG-

60L, SODIK АQ-55L (Japan, 2012) 

 vertical drill machining center FINETECH SMV-850-2LB (Taiwan,  

2012) 

 vertical drill machining center SODIK 450МС (Japan, 2005) 

 equipment  for  machining  centers  ТС-215  and  CNC – 

autolathes  S 280N DOOSAN (Japan, 2008) 

 

 



Iron casting department 

 the cast-iron production of any complexity (material: GG 20-25, GGG 
40-70); 

 the cast-iron production with weight from 0.2 kg to 120 kg by 
automatic moulding  lines and by using the hand method with 
weight up to 1500 kg; 

 the cast-iron production with max. dimensions of 1000 x 900 x 500 mm 
by automatic moulding lines and by using the hand method with 
max. dimensions of 3000 x 3000 x 1000 mm;  

 the production capacity is about 60 000 tons per year. 

Tool department  

 press mould for pressure casting of any complexity; 

 punches for cutting and chipping casting; 

 chill and pattern-core equipment; 

 machining and control accessories and work tools; 

 machine  working  of  castings; 

 electroplate on specialized lines. 
 

 

 

 



2.  Automotive components  

4. Construction engineering sector 

5. Consumer goods industry 

more than 300 pats made from cast iron 

3. Tractor parts 

1.  Railroad industry 



Raw materials 

Final Components 

Final products 

Quality Control within production activities: 

- Control of incoming raw materials 

- Control of technological parameters 

- Control at Alloys  

- Control of Casting Parts 

Special system for evaluation and 

analyse of suppliers developed and 

implemented 



 We are looking into the FUTURE and as developed countries we are 

focused on production development  

1. Investments into production development, equipment: 

 

1.1During the period from 2005 to 2010 was invested 1021,5 Mio RUR 

 
1.2Before 2015 will be invested additionally 360 Mio RUR 
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